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But when his father, racehorse trainer Chris Kessler, invites him to Louisville on a two-week, all-expense-paid
vacation that will culminate with the running of the Kentucky Derby, how can he refuse? Kessler has a Derby
runner and needs a reliable fill-in when one of his employees is injured. With only two horses to care for, the
workload is light, and Steve decides to get that class project out of the wayâ€”a simple records search. But the
very act of initiating the project triggers a chance encounter that plunges Steve into the world of the ultra rich.
A world where greed and revenge and ambition drive some men to commit unspeakable acts amid the
pageantry and glamour of thoroughbred racing. In quick order, Steve finds himself the prime suspect in a
murder investigation and the target of brutal thugs. From the relative security of the backside to the Derby
festivities that transform downtown Louisville into Party Central to the opulence of a Lexington horse farm,
Steve deals with his own personal demons and strained relationships as he attempts to stop a murderer before a
power play culminates in shattered dreams and a bloody triple crossâ€¦. But he has a deal with himself: When
he no longer feels challenged, when the routine becomes stagnant, he will look for another jobâ€¦and he
passed that point months ago. So when Corey Claremont, one of Foxdales boarders, asks Steve for help
because her brother has gone missing, Steve embraces the puzzle with enthusiasm. Two weeks earlier, for no
apparent reason, Bruce Claremont quit his job working the night shift on a thoroughbred breeding farm in
Warrenton, Virginia, and vanished. To find out what happened, Steve slips unobtrusively into Bruces world.
The more Steve learns, the more he suspects that Corey may never see her brother again. Secrets, jealousies,
and obsessions are the norm in this pastoral setting, and the present seems to be repeating its fiery past. You
know, I downloaded this book mainly because of my love of horses. I was skeptical at first with the intensity
of the first violent encounter, and the thought of the horses getting sold to slaughter really hits home because
of the crap like that people in the world do every day. However, I read on. Elsa and Rachel are prime
examples of a large majority of types of women in the horse industry as well. If any of us were in some of
those situations we would most likely be lacking a word filter as well. I thought the writing was well thought
out and gradual, adding in key elements to keep me interested just at the right pace. The ending was vivid and
realistic, and at the same time terrifying. I will look into reading the other books by this author and from this
series. A Steve Cline Mystery Review: Do you run away? Create a new truth? This is the dilemma faced by
what twenty-two-year old Stephen Cline. Steve, he reveals, is the product of an affair. Confronting his
socialite mother, Steve learns that his real father is a horse trainer, Christopher J. The trainer soon notices that
Steve is shadowing him and accuses Steve of working for a group of men intent on pressuring him to throw
select races in a lucrative race-fixing scam. As Steve settles in, he gets caught up in the unique lifestyle
inherent to the backside. Everyone who works there lives and breathes itâ€”the hopes and the dreams along
with the shattering disappointmentsâ€”until the work itself becomes a way of life. For a man recovering his
health, and his courage after an earlier brush with the kind of toughs who can make a life with horses a
nightmare, the backside is an inspiration. But it is not a life without perilâ€”some men are willing to do
anything to get the righthorse under the wire first. Anything from threats to violence to murder.
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The lead character, Steve Cline is young barn manager at an equestrian center. He is a hard working young man with a
love for horses, and is estranged from his wealthy status-seeking parents. He manages to walk in on a crime in
progress, and thereafter his natural curiousity leads him into greater danger.
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Although year-old barn manager Steve Cline doesn't expect to stray far from the horse world, he has enrolled in a
private investigation course and is working on the final project. But when his father, racehorse trainer Chris Kessler,
invites hi.
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